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Abstract—We designed an information visualization about phishing trends and phishing prevention for the general public to examine the effects of interactivity on information finding, user perceptions and security behaviour intentions, and effectiveness of learning. In an user study (N = 30) with two experimental conditions (HI – high interactivity, and LO – low interactivity control condition), the results show that the HI interactivity condition supported more accurate information finding, resulted in greater perceived interactivity and perceived knowledge than the LO interactivity condition, but did not affect attitudes toward the visualization and security behaviour intentions for proactive awareness. Furthermore, the HI interactivity condition led to greater learning effects and a deeper understanding towards phishing prevention than the control condition.

I. INTRODUCTION

Phishing is a significant type of Internet crime that tricks users into revealing their personal and financial information. To combat phishing, browser manufacturers, software vendors, and organizations have compiled repositories of phishing URLs (blacklists). For example, during the third quarter of 2014, the Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) received approximately 50,000 unique phishing e-mail reports from consumers monthly, targeting more than 500 unique brands [2]. Phishing blacklists enable the analysis of reported phishing attacks to be shared among anti-phishing communities to gain awareness of evolving phishing trends, and to assist anti-phishing communities and organizations to take down, block, or warn users when they attempt to visit these URLs. The largest blacklists are operated by major browser vendors and by organizations like Phishtank and the APWG. The databases contain manually verified phishing URLs reported by users.

Data about phishing trends is widely available on the Internet, but it is not easily comprehensible to the general public. We therefore propose an information visualization tool called Geo-Phisher (Figure 2) to make the information more accessible to end-users. The application features a scatterplot map interface that plots the temporal and geographical information of phishing URLs. Applied to blacklist data from the APWG [4], the prototype reveals several interesting patterns in phishing URLs hosting locations and distributions of the top phished brands across the globe.

The goal of the visualization tool is to spark curiosity in the data, and to get the general public acquainted with the problems of phishing on a global scale to raise awareness about the issue. Additionally, we aim to educate the public from falling for phishing attacks by providing phishing prevention advice. The Geo-Phisher visualization provides context for phishing crimes, which may help to bring the public’s attention to the issue and support users in making sense of how phishing works. Since many users lack motivation to learn about security related information [51], it is beneficial to use visual methods of communication to motivate users to pay attention [29], [56], [57].

The work is inspired by current trends in the information visualization (infovis) community to present and share publicly available data to raise awareness about particular issues [12]. Information visualization is the process of presenting data, information, and knowledge into a visual form that works with humans’ natural visual capabilities [16]. Recently, various infovis tools were developed in a variety of domains to disseminate data and making it comprehensible for the general public. Some examples include visualizations developed for health trends detection (e.g., [30]), medical data (e.g., [8]), environmental sustainability (e.g., [48]), decision making (e.g., [25]), and awareness about local issues (e.g., [9]). Infovis is regularly praised for its ability to tell stories within the data. Segel and Heer [41] suggest that graphical elements help to direct the narrative flow while the discovery of the story is often achieved through interactive exploration.

The benefits of visualizing information include the discovering hidden insights, patterns and trends, improved efficiency, reduced cognitive loads, and increased interactivity [30]. Patterns can be perceived readily through the representation itself, or further facilitated by interactive mechanisms acting on the underlying representation to make different features of the data salient. Since interaction with the data allows multiple representations to be linked cognitively through interactivity, it is suggested that interactivity could be used to overcome the limitations of static images [11].

The paper presents the design and evaluation of Geo-Phisher, an interactive poster visualization to raise awareness about phishing. First, we give an overview of information visualization (infovis). We build on the foundation of persua-
sion in visualization from communications literature, where interactivity is found to affect the persuasiveness of the message tested with websites (e.g., [32]) and advertisements (e.g., [46]). Second, we explain the design process of the interactive Geo-Phisher visualization. Two experimental conditions were used in the evaluation: the interactive interface of the Geo-Phisher visualization (HI – high interactivity condition), and a static representation of the interface as the control condition (LO – low interactivity condition). We outline the differences between the two interfaces both in the design (Section III-B) and methodology (Section IV-C). Third, we discuss the results for six aspects of the visualization that we evaluated: effects of interactivity on information finding, perceived interactivity, perceived knowledge, attitudes toward the visualization, security behaviour intentions for proactive awareness, and effectiveness of learning. The results show that the HI interactivity condition supported more accurate information finding, resulted in greater perceived interactivity and perceived knowledge than the LO interactivity condition, but it did not affect attitudes toward the visualization and security behaviour intentions for proactive awareness. Furthermore, the HI interactivity condition led to greater learning effects and a deeper understanding towards phishing prevention than the control condition.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The most widely used definition of information visualization is the use of computer-supported, interactive visual representations of data to amplify cognition [6]. Various interaction techniques are used in infovis (see Yi et al. [54] for taxonomies relevant to interaction techniques), but central to user interaction in infovis is the benefit of interactivity to augment the human cognitive processes for thinking and analysis.

Recently, the field of traditional information visualization has expanded to include sub-domains of artistic [49], narrative [41], causal [36], ambient [42], ecological [48], and social visualization [19]. Within these sub-domains, a common aim is to engage people around a wide range of social issues to raise awareness and outline visions for change [12]. Zambrano and Engelhardt [55] dubbed information visualization used to raise public awareness “Diagrams for the Masses” and divided them into three categories: View, Interact & Explore, and Create & Share. In the View category, the public passively views the data and the designer chooses the type of visualization. The Interact & Explore category, in contrast, enables the user to play an active role in raising his or her own awareness about the topics from a larger dataset provided by the designer through interaction and exploration. In the Create & Share category, the user freely chooses data from any source and views it through a selection of visualization types provided by the designer. In this paper, the focus is on the first two categories, View and Interact & Explore.

Information is moving into the public space. There is transformation of deploying large interactive displays in urban environments, malls, transportation stations, and stadiums in place of traditional posters [31]. These interactive posters enable new forms of multimedia presentation and user experience. Public displays have the potential to attract user attention without any intention for information and interaction [31]. This may be beneficial for disseminating security-based information because users are typically uninterested in learning about security [51], and are unlikely to seek out the information on their own.

A. Interactivity

Interactivity has various definitions in literature. Early research of interactivity focused on user-machine interaction with an emphasis on human-computer interaction [24]. Communication networks and the Internet enabled user-user interaction, where interactive communication in a computer-mediated environment resembles interpersonal communication [24]. The third perspective is user-message interaction, which is defined as the ability of the user to control and modify messages [43]. In 2002, Liu and Shrum [24] consolidated the three aforementioned aspects of interaction into a three-dimensional construct: 1) active-control – the voluntary and instrumental action that directly influences the controller’s experience; 2) two-way communication – the ability for reciprocal communication, and 3) synchronicity – the degree to which users’ input into a communication and the response they receive from the communication is simultaneous. Sundar et al. [45] found that the interface is considered more interactive when messages are contingent on previous messages, one after another. It is suggested that this contingency view of interactivity helps to support the three-dimensional construct of interactivity previously described by Liu and Shrum [24]. Based on these definitions, we posit the following hypothesis:

H1: The interactive representation of the phishing visualization will be perceived as having more interactivity (active control, two-way communication, and synchronicity) than the control condition.

B. Amplify Cognition

Findings from information theory and psychological studies provide evidence that visualization provides perceptual support of the human cognitive system. Vision is the most efficient sense for transmitting information to the brain [50]. At the low-level, some information can be processed pre-attentively. In pre-attentive theory, it is believed that the body can automatically process some sensory information very rapidly and accurately before the conscious mind starts to pay attention [50]. Some examples of visual features that can be detected pre-attentively are hue, intensity, orientation, size, and motion [18].

In a study of website interactivity [32], highly interactive websites led to greater cognitive absorption than static websites. Reeves and Nass [39] suggested that interactivity may enhance cognitive absorption due to “perceptual bandwidth”, the notion that users can interact with the interface via multiple sensory channels, such as the user’s motor response of selecting an visual object of interest while perceptually coding the
visual changes on the visualization and cognitively processing them. These notions form our second hypothesis.

**H2:** The interactive representation of the phishing visualization will lead to greater learning about phishing than the control condition.

### C. Interactivity and Persuasion

Modern theories of persuasion have evolved to consider the persuasive effects of communication. Among them is the well-known Elaboration Likelihood Model [34] that describes two distinct routes for persuasion-based decision making. Users take the cognitively intensive “central route” characterized by careful, logical, and conscious thinking about the communication when they are motivated to process the message. In computer security, however, end-users are generally unmotivated to focus their attention on security-specific information [51], and security communication tends to be processed through the “peripheral route”. The elaboration likelihood through this route is determined by users’ perception of the persuasiveness of the message influenced by surface attractiveness, perceived credibility, and the production quality of the message. In security education, surface attractiveness of the message through the “peripheral route” could provide a valuable access point to direct unmotivated users into a temporary state where they are more susceptible to persuasion [58].

The effects of interactivity on persuasion are studied in communications literature. For example, Oh and Sundar [32] found that highly interactive websites led to more positive assessment of the interface and more positive attitudes among those with low involvement in the message topic. On political websites, a higher number of interactive features is correlated to positive attitudes toward the political candidate featured on the site [45]. Interactivity in advertisements is positively associated with ad and product attitudes [46]. Others showed that interactivity led to more positive attitudes toward the portal [21], increased credibility [14] and user involvement [5]. Based on these effects that interactivity have on persuasion, we form our third and fourth hypotheses:

**H3:** The interactive representation of the phishing visualization will lead to more positive attitudes toward the phishing visualization than the control condition.

**H4:** The interactive representation of the phishing visualization will lead to more favourable attitudes toward security behaviour intentions for proactive awareness than the control condition.

### D. Phishing Visualization

The academic work on phishing is diverse, ranging from work on phishing detection, phishing indicators, and phishing education. We focus on work that uses visualizations to communicate about phishing threats.

In helping end-users to make security decisions, Stoll et al. [44] proposed a security user interface called Sesame that provided users with visualized system level information through a spatial desktop metaphor. The tool facilitated users' comprehension in making security related decisions like phishing. In one scenario, the tool enabled the user to visually detect a spoofed banking site by seeing which process is connected to their web browser window. This enabled the user to notice that a remote computer connected to the process is located in an unfamiliar geographic location and the owner’s name appears to be unrelated to the user’s bank.

In phishing indicators, visual cues are commonly used to warn users about phishing sites. Yee et al. [53] proposed a tool called Passpet that creates user-assigned pet names as site labels and an animal icon as a visual indicator within the browser to show that users are on a previously trusted website. Other works in phishing indicators rely on visual changes in the browser chrome to warn users about phishing websites. Ye et al. [52] proposed the Synchronized Random Dynamic Boundaries system that modified the browser chrome to blink at a random rate. A trusted path is established if the blink rate matched the trusted window. In a similar solution, Dhamija and Tygar [10] proposed a scheme called Dynamic Security Skins that used coloured patterns to customize the browser window as an indicator of a trusted path between the user and the server to prevent spoofing of the window.

Visualization is an effective method to educate non-technical end-users about phishing threats. In one work, PhishGuru [22] used illustrated comics to teach users after they have responded to a fake phishing message. Users received the training material through simulated phishing emails and an intervention message was provided if the user fell for the email. Results from the PhishGuru user studies suggest that embedded training can effectively teach people how to avoid phishing attacks. The APWG/CMU-Cylab’s phishing education landing page program [3] used an infographic approach to deliver anti-phishing training message in place of a phishing website that has been taken down. During the first six months of the landing page program, approximately 70,000 Internet users were redirected from phishing URLs to the landing page, where they received the educational material. In an underwater-themed online computer game, Anti-Phishing Phil [22] taught users how to avoid falling for phishing attacks. Participants who played the game identified fraudulent web sites more successfully than those who learned from other training activities, suggesting that interactive games can be an effective way of educating people about phishing and other security attacks.

Government and various organizations have created anti-phishing campaigns that use diagrams and infographic posters to spread awareness. An infographic created by GetCyberSafe [17] depicts cyber pirates on a “phishing” trip to tell the story of email phishing scams. PhishMe [35] is a threat management company offering a range of infographics on phishing. The APWG [2] use a variety of phishing trend diagrams in their quarterly reports. Lavasoft [23] is an anti-malware company who provided a map of the geographic distribution of phishing URLs.
found in the original APWG dataset.

3) Stage III: Mapping the data to a visual representation: The two main aspects of the data to visualize spatially are geo-location and time. We acquired the latitude and longitude for each IP address, and scaled it to a pixel location on the computer screen using an equirectangular map projection. The representation of location is inspired by Ahlberg and Shneiderman’s “Starfield display” [1], an interactive two-dimensional scatterplot map. A scatterplot displays data as a collection of points on the x and y axis, illustrating the relationship between two variables [7]. A scatterplot is useful to represent the spread of points over a range of data and whether there are differences in variables located in separate regions of the scatterplot [20]. The main advantage of this representation is that it supports viewing of hundreds or thousands of items as points on the map. Plotting points may be more convenient than large areas because points are small yet highly visible, could be colour coded, could be made selectable objects, and could display large datasets rapidly [1]. Each point in the scatterplot supports the minimum tap size on touch screens to ensure that it is easy to press.

Time is visualized on a time series line graph that maps changes in the data over one month, where time (by day) is represented on the x-axis and the number of phishing URLs is represented on the y-axis. Other months could be added to the dataset. Ridges on the graph represent the number of phishing URLs by day, charted as a line graph. Time-based data is central to many datasets such as temperature, population change, or stock data, and it is a vastly utilized visualization technique [47].

4) Stage IV: The human perceptual and cognitive system: Contrast, density, and colour are detected pre-attentively. Light intensity of points on the map display creates a high contrast against the dark background. The density of points represents the relative frequency of attacks coming from the same geographical areas. Clusters of colours allow the user to distinguish the locations of the targeted brands selected by the user. We used 10 out of 12 colours recommend by Ware [50] for use in colour coding, except the colours black and grey which are used for the background. These colours have widely accepted category names and are easily distinguishable due to their wide colour space [50].

We applied principles of Gestalt as the basis for designing visual representations in Geo-Phisher. Gestalt theory outlines certain “laws” that the human brain uses to understand an image. They include proximity, similarity, continuity, symmetry, closure, and relative size [50]. For example, data on the map relies on the principles of proximity, relative size, and similarity to formulate a visual representation of the relationships between GeoIP locations and the targeted brands.

---

1The equirectangular projection is a cylindrical equidistant projection that is most widely used for mapping the relationship between a pixel on the screen and its corresponding geographic location.

2The beta version of the visualization shows a daily aggregation of data over the month of January 2015.
A. Overview of the interactive and static Interface

We first built the interactive Geo-Phisher interface using the method described above. For evaluation purposes, we created a second static version of the same interface to use in the study as the control condition. The graphics used in the static interface were generated from the interactive interface by outputting the visualization as an image. Images from the various stages of interaction were then stitched together in Photoshop to compose a poster-like graphical interface.

In the results section, we refer to the interactive interface as the HI (high interactivity) condition and the static interface as the LO (low interactivity) condition. We chose to describe the static interface as having “low” interactivity instead of “no” interactivity because users were able to perform some minor navigational interactions like scrolling the page and zooming-in. Both of the interactive and static interfaces support the following information-finding tasks:

1) Tracking the number of reported phishing websites: The visualizations display one month of data. The line graph shows that phishing attacks occurred between 250 times and 4000+ times a day during the month of January 2015. The highest number of attacks occurred near the middle of the month.

2) Discovering where phishing URLs are located in the world: The visualizations map phishing URLs by latitude and longitude. Phishing URLs are concentrated mostly in North America, western Europe, and southern Asia. Concentrations of points appear mostly over major cities, showing a possible correlation between where phishers are located and population density.

3) Identifying brands targeted by phishing campaigns in relation to geography: The visualizations show that the top 10 phished brands in January were: Wells Fargo, Facebook, Ebay, Yahoo, and Bank of America, Grupo Bancolombia, Halifax Retail, Spark Networks, Danske Bank Norway, and Lloyds Bank Retail. Financial institutions were targeted most frequently, followed by E-commerce and social media. The targeted brands had varying distributions across the map. For example, Facebook was targeted mainly from North America, but Ebay or Yahoo was targeted across the globe.

B. User interaction between the interactive and the static interfaces

We describe the differences in the visual representation and the level of user interaction between the interactive and static prototypes.

1) World map display and timeline graph: The interactive interface shows a scatterplot display over a world map (Figure 2). Points on the scatterplot map represent the hosting locations of phishing URLs. The points are applied an alpha value to show high versus low concentrations of light to represent the frequency of phishing URLs at the various locations. By default, the scatterplot map displays all points (phishing website hosting locations) over the course of one month. Users can move the vertical needle to a date of interest (Figure 2(f)) to filter the display of the hosting locations of phishing URLs by the selected date. Dragging the needle from left to right over the timeline results in consecutive filtering of hosting locations and produces an animated effect of the scatterplot map showing the changes of locations between days. Users can rollover the ridges on the timeline graph to display a number representing the number of phishing sites detected on that date.
Pressing the “show all” button (Figure 2(b)) resets the filters applied to the map.

Users viewed the scatterplot map in the static interface with one month of data with no filter-by date-options. The alpha value the frequency of phishing URLs appearing at the various locations is preserved (darker means more frequency). The number of phishing sites detected each day over the course of the month is displayed above the line graph.

2) World map display and the targeted brands List: (Figure 2(g)) in the interactive interface shows a list of the top ten brands targeted by phishers during the month. Users can select brand(s) of interest to filter the scatterplot map display. For example, users could select ‘Ebay’, ‘Paypal’, and “Facebook” to filter the scatterplot map to display only the locations where phishing URLs target these three brands. Each selected brand is assigned a unique colour that corresponds to the colour of the points on the scatterplot map. Users are shown different views of the scatterplot map based on what brands they select.

In the static interface, users viewed multiple displays of the scatterplot map simultaneously, each corresponding to a brand from the top ten brands list. We chose this representation because it enabled the user to see all ten brand filtering effects from the interactive interface. Users are able to zoom-in on the small multiple views and scroll the interface.

3) Quiz and phishing advice: (Figure 2(c)) shows an information pane with an introduction about phishing and the visualization. This page is followed by a quiz feature that prompts users to answer three multiple-choice questions: (1) Which continent do you think hosts the most phishing websites? (2) How many phishing websites are created by attackers worldwide per day from January 8-15? (3) What industry do you think is targeted the most by attackers? The purpose of the questions is to encourage users to ask questions and interact with the visualization to discover the answers.

Then, related phishing advice shows users what to do to defend themselves. A portion of quiz feature and phishing advice is shown in Figure 3. The quiz feature responds to users’ interactions and provides feedback based on the selected answer. For example, if the user selects an incorrect answer, a message stating why they have selected incorrectly appears followed by the correct answer. Users clicked on a forward button to go to the next question. After the quiz feature, four tips for phishing prevention were provided. For each tip, users had the option to click on a “why” button to learn about the advice rationale. When they are ready to view the next tip, they clicked on a forward button to continue.

In the static interface, users viewed the information in the exact wording. Users viewed phishing tips in block text along with an explanation of why users should follow the advice. Since the quiz is not interactive, the interface could not provide feedback on whether the users chose the answers correctly. To compensate for this, we provided the correct answers at the end of the page.

IV. Method

A. Participants

Thirty university students and staff volunteered to participate in our REB-approved study. The participants were recruited through email mailing lists and a university email newsletter. Each participant was compensated $15.

In the between-subject design, half of the 30 participants were randomly assigned to the HI (high-interactivity) condition (N = 15), and the other half to the LO (low-interactivity) condition (N = 15). Gender, age, and education in our sample were fairly evenly split between the two conditions. In the HI interactivity condition, 47% of participants were male and 53% were female; 80% held bachelor’s degrees or above; 67% were between 25 to 29 years old, 20% were between 18 to 24 years old, and 13% were 50+ years old. In the LO
interactivity condition, 53% of the participants were male and 47% were female; 87% held bachelor’s degrees or above; 67% were between 25 to 34 years old, 20% were between 18 to 24 years old, and 13% were 50+ years old.

B. Study Procedure
The study was conducted in-person in a laboratory. All participants (N = 30) signed an informed consent form prior to starting the study and were debriefed at the end of the experiment. All questionnaires were completed online using Lime Survey software on a laptop computer. Each session took approximately 30 to 45 minutes to complete.

In the first part of the study, participants completed a 10-minute pre-test that consisted of a demographics questionnaire, a pre-knowledge questionnaire to assess knowledge and perception of phishing, and a pre-proactive awareness questionnaire to assess prior security behavioural intentions.

In the second part of the study, the participants were randomly assigned to either the HI or LO interactivity condition. Both prototypes were displayed on a wall mounted 55-inch Samsung touchscreen with PQ Frame that ran on a Dell computer with Windows 8. The participants were instructed to take as much time as they liked to explore the interface and follow the tasks provided on the interface. On average, participants spent 5.6 minutes viewing the HI condition and 5.3 minutes viewing the LO condition.

In the third part of the study, participants completed a 15 minute post-test that contained a post-knowledge questionnaire to assess post-knowledge and perception of phishing, a post-proactive awareness questionnaire to assess future security behavioural intentions, an attitude towards the visualization questionnaire to evaluate the user experience, and a perceived interactivity questionnaire to measure the degree of interactivity perceived by the participants.

C. Experimental Conditions
We used two independent variables, HI and LO interactivity conditions. The HI interactivity condition embodies defining characteristics of interactivity identified by various researchers [24], [28], such as giving greater control over the content and navigation, providing immediate feedback and a feeling of two-way communication, and offering a positive sense of system responsiveness and flow. The LO interactivity condition is treated like a static online information graphic that featured all the content on one scrollable page. It contained identical information to the interactive version.

D. Manipulation Validation
To ascertain the degree of interactivity in the HI and LO interactivity conditions is perceived differently by the participants, we included a 5-point semantic differential scale question in the post-test after the participants explored their prototype. The question asked, “On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 - not interactive, 5 - interactive), how interactive would you rate this visualization?” We used a Mann-Whitney’s U test to evaluate the differences and found a highly significant effect between the degrees of interactivity perceived by the participants. The mean ranks of the HI and LO interactivity conditions were 20.6 and 10.4 respectively, with $U = 36, Z = -3.33, p = 0.001, r = 0.61$. Participants clearly recognized that the HI interactivity condition offered a more interactive experience.

E. Dependent Measures

1) Perceived interactivity: Additional measures for perceived interactivity included three 5-point Likert-scale questions derived from Liu and Shrum [24] on three dimensions of interactivity: active control, two-way communication, and synchronicity. Two-way communication refers to the communication via user input and feedback from the visualization; active control is the ability to control the user experience through navigation, the pace of the interaction, and the content being accessed; synchronous communication refers to the speed and ease of obtaining information, and the visualization’s responsiveness. To ensure that the participants understood the meaning of active control, two-way communication, and synchronicity, we provided examples with each statement.

The specific questions are as follows. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 - Strongly Disagree and 5 - Strongly Agree), please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the visualization: 1) It enabled two-way communication between me and the visualization (e.g., how well the visualization gave feedback and enabled you to provide input); 2) It enabled me to actively control my experience (e.g., how well the visualization enabled you to control the pace of the interaction, the content being accessed, and the site navigation); 3) It enabled synchronous communication (e.g., how well the visualization performed in terms of the speed and ease of obtaining information, and system responsiveness).

2) Information finding: Participants performed three information-finding tasks on the visualization in both conditions to answer the questions provided in the multiple-choice quiz described in Section III-B3. We observed and took notes of which answer the participants selected. To confirm our observations, the participants’ were also instructed to enter their answers in the post-test questionnaire.

3) Security knowledge and behaviour: We developed two 5-point semantic-differential scale questions (e.g., extremely knowledgeable/not at all knowledgeable) to assess pre- and post-knowledge about phishing threats and phishing prevention. To determine what participants know and if any misconceptions about phishing exists, we included 2 additional short answer questions: 1) what is a phishing attack?; 2) can you describe what you know about how to protect yourself from phishing? Technical details in participants’ explanations are less important than a demonstration of overall understanding. For example, an answer such as “emails that trick people into going to a vulnerable website asking for personal information
by seeming like a well known website” is an acceptable response for showing awareness and understanding of phishing.

We allocated each response a score of 2 for a correct answer, a score of 1 for a partially correct answer, and a score of 0 for an incorrect answer. These questions are included in both the pre- and post-test.

To inquire about the perception of the visualization on behaviour change, a question in the post-test asked, “What online habits would you change?” Participants were instructed to write “none” if the visualization had no effect.

4) Security behaviour intentions for proactive awareness: Security intention was assessed via a 5-point scale in the post-test: Never (1), Rarely (2), Sometimes (3), Often (4), and Always (5), obtained from a five item sub-scale on proactive awareness from the Security Behaviour Intentions Scale (SeBIS) developed by Egelman and Peer [13]. The scale evaluates users’ intentions to behave securely by taking proactive measures, such as checking links before clicking them and verifying that the website is secure before sending information.

5) Attitude towards the visualization: The twelve five-point semantic differential items are adapted from the Attitude Towards the Ad scale [26] from communications. The three-part components and sub-items of the scale are: hedonism, (fun to see/not fun to see, pleasant/unpleasant, entertaining/not entertaining, enjoyable/not enjoyable), interestingness (important/not important, helpful/not helpful, informative/not informative, useful/not useful), and utilitarianism (curious/not curious, boring/not boring, interesting/not interesting, keeps my attention/does not keep my attention). Attitudes toward the ad is an important construct mediating the effects of advertising on brand attitude and purchase intention [26], and is often used as a dependent variable to study the effects of interactivity on attitudes toward a website (e.g., [32]). We included this scale because our visualization has some similarities to advertisements and websites, and it aims to achieve positive effects on attitudes and intentions towards security learning and behaviour.

V. RESULTS

We used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney significance test (also known as Wilcoxon Rank sum test) to evaluate the ordinal data from the Likert-scale results to identify whether differences between the two conditions exist. For each result, we report the Mann Whitney value (U), standard deviation away from the mean (Z), the p-value (p), and the effect size (r). In all cases, p < 0.05 is considered significant.

A. Information Finding

Based on the selected answers from the multiple-choice quiz, we found that the HI interactivity condition supported more accurate information-finding than the LO interactivity condition for one of three tasks.

In the first challenge (see Figure 4), 93% of participants from the HI interactivity condition were successful at finding the correct answer (North America) compared to 60% from the LO interactivity condition. A Mann-Whitney’s U test showed a significant effect (U = 75, Z = −2.12, p = 0.03, r = 0.39), with a mean rank of 18 for the HI and 13 for the LO.

Participants performed slightly better on the second and third challenges in the HI interactivity condition, but the difference was not statistically significant. All of the participants from the HI interactivity condition were successful at finding the correct answer (around 4000) to the second question compared to 87% from the LO interactivity condition. For the third challenge, 87% of participants from the HI interactivity condition were successful at finding the correct answer (banking services) compared to 80% from the LO interactivity condition.

B. Perceived Interactivity

Participants evaluated the prototype on three dimensions of interactivity (see Figure 5): 1) active control, 2) synchronicity, and 3) two-way communication. We found no significant difference between the two conditions for active control and
synchronicity. The evaluations were fairly consistent for these two dimensions, both has a median of 5 for HI and 4 for LO. However, a significant difference was found on two-way communication ($U = 37, Z = -3.23, p = 0.001, r = 0.58$), with a median of 4 for HI and 2 for LO interactivity conditions.

H1 is only partially supported because the HI interactivity condition was perceived to be more interactive for two-way communication, but not for active control and synchronicity.

C. Perceived Knowledge

Participants’ of the HI and LO conditions had near equal levels of self-evaluated pre-test knowledge of phishing. Mean values for participants’ Likert-scale ratings ($1 = $not at all knowledgeable, $5 = $extremely knowledgeable) to the question “How knowledgeable are you about phishing threats? annoying were 2.5 and 2.6 for the HI and LO interactivity conditions respectively. Mean values for their Likert-scale rating to the question “How knowledgeable are you about protecting yourself against phishing threats? annoying were 2.7 for both conditions. We therefore believe our samples between the two groups are comparable.

We repeated the two questions in the post-test questionnaire to assess their perceptions of knowledge gained after learning about phishing. Participants had similar perceived knowledge of phishing threats after learning, but we found a significant effect on perceived knowledge for prevention against phishing between the two conditions. A Mann-Whitney’s U test showed a mean rank of 18.5 for the HI interactivity group and 12.5 for the LO interactivity group ($U = 67.5, Z = -1.99, p = 0.05, r = 0.36$). A comparison of participants’ knowledge in the pre-test and post-test is summarized in Figure 6.

Therefore, H2 is supported for perceptions of learning gains about phishing prevention, with participants in the HI condition feeling more knowledgeable about protecting themselves against phishing.

D. Attitude Towards the Visualization

We did not find a significant effect on participants’ attitudes toward the visualization on the dimensions of hedonism, interestingness, and utilitarianism. Figure 7 shows that the participants responded positively towards both conditions. Thus, H3 is not supported.

E. Security Behaviour Intentions for Proactive Awareness

Participants’ responses based on a 5-point scale ($1 = $always, $5 = $never) for security intention are fairly consistent between the two conditions in the post-test. In all cases, 1 is considered the most negative and 5 the most positive. See Figure 8 for a summary.

Based on our statistical analysis, we did not find that interactivity significantly affected participants’ security behaviour intention on proactive awareness. Therefore, H4 is not supported.
Learning Effects

1) Phishing threats: When asked about “what is phishing?” in the pre-test, many participants from both groups demonstrated basic prior knowledge. A sample correct answer typically given is “a type of online activity in which someone sends an email or creates a website that is meant to look like a legitimate site, targeting individuals who are asked to provide personal or financial information for the gain of the phisher.” 80% of participants from the HI interactivity condition and 60% from the LO interactivity condition provided a response similar to this example. An additional 13% from the HI interactivity condition and 27% from the LO interactivity condition provided a partially correct answer such as “an attempt to gain personal information for the purpose of defrauding the individual monetarily or of their personal identity/information,” but did not describe how phishing works. 7% from HI and 13% from LO gave an incorrect answer.

Participants again explained what is phishing in the post-test after learning about it from the visualization. We found that participants from both conditions were more knowledgeable about phishing, where 88% of participants from the HI interactivity condition and 73% from the LO interactivity condition provided a correct answer, but no significant effect was found between the two conditions in the post-test.

2) Phishing prevention: When asked about “can you describe what you know about how to protect yourself from phishing?” in the pre-test, 20% from the HI interactivity group and 27% from the LO interactivity group showed a complete lack of understanding. Most participants (73% from both HI and LO conditions) showed a shallow understanding and gave a partially correct answer such as “only entering information on official websites”, and “don’t click on links or pictures that look off”. Only 7% from the HI interactivity condition gave a correct answer and none from LO. An answer is attributed as correct when the participants described specific strategies on how to identify legitimate websites (e.g., https, a lock icon), fraudulent emails (e.g., urgent emails that request personal information), or other phishing prevention approaches (e.g., type URL in address bar instead of clicking on a link, not sending personal and financial information via email).

Participants from both conditions demonstrated increased post-test knowledge after seeing the visualization (see Figure 9). Interestingly, a significant effect was found between the two conditions using a Mann Whitney’s U test (U = 65.5, Z = -2.22, p = 0.03, r = 0.41) with mean ranks of 18.63 for HI and 12.37 for LO. These results confirm the findings for participants’ self-evaluated perceived knowledge of phishing prevention, where a significant effect was also found. Therefore, H2 is further supported, with greater cognitive absorption of phishing prevention information in the HI interactivity condition.

VI. DISCUSSION

Both visualizations were rated positively by participants and helped them acquire information about phishing and preventative strategies. Although not as pronounced as we had initially anticipated, the interactive version of our visualization performed significantly better on some measures, and never worse than the static version.

Users performed better on one out of the three information seeking tasks. There was a large discrepancy between the success rates (93% for HI vs. 60% for LO) at answering which continent hosts the most phishing sites. The correct answer was North America, but several participant chose Europe. When the map displayed the entire month of scatterplot data in the LO condition, Europe appeared to have denser concentrations of phishing sites than North America. The HI condition also supported the month view, but the filter-map-by-date feature (Figure 2 (f)) in the HI condition enabled users to view a day-by-day aggregation of the scatterplot map. On most days, the data clearly showed that North America was the top hosting continent, but it is more difficult to differentiate when the scatterplot maps overlap to display the entire month. Both HI and LO conditions were able to support the other two information seeking tasks, which involved more direct readings of visual information. The observation suggests that filtering techniques in infovis help users to connect data segments and to make sense of the entire dataset as a whole, particularly for temporal data.

The HI interactivity condition had a significant effect on users’ perceived and actual knowledge of phishing prevention. The result is consistent with prior work in website interactivity [32], where highly interactive websites led to greater cognitive absorption than static websites. Participants’ described more ways to protect themselves against phishing in the post-test from the tips provided in the HI interactivity condition than the LO interactivity condition. This result is consistent with participants’ self-evaluated perceived knowledge from the post-test. Since the two conditions contained identical information, we attribute the difference to participants’ interaction with the information in the HI condition, where they received one advice one at a time, pressed a button to
reveal the rationale for the advice, then proceeded to the next advice. This information is displayed in stacked text blocks as a continuous unit in the LO condition. The result suggests that interactivity could help to facilitate deeper learning by providing learners with opportunities to pause and process the information before continuing to the next step. This effect of segmentation information is observed in education literature, where one study [27] found that broken a narrated animation into segments and pressing a button to continue increased students’ learning performance.

In our study, participants from both groups gained knowledge about phishing threats and phishing prevention from our visualizations. No significant effect was found for knowledge of phishing threats because many participants had some prior knowledge, but a significant effect was found for phishing prevention, suggesting that users could benefit from educational efforts on what users should do to prevent phishing.

Interactivity had no significant effect on participants’ security behaviour intentions for proactive awareness. Nevertheless, when inquired about what behaviours they would change during the post-test, the majority (93%) from both conditions stated at least one behaviour that they would change. The behaviours described include mousing-over links to confirm the source, ensuring that the website is secure via https, and typing web URLs directly into the address bar instead of clicking on links. All of the reported behaviours were recommended in the phishing advice section in the visualizations.

A. Limitations

Generalizability of our findings will need to be confirmed since our study was conducted in a lab environment with a small sample of university students and staff. Our study did not account for environmental factors that could influence user engagement.

Our current implementation displays a small segment of available phishing data. Adaptations of the entire dataset over months and years would yield more accurate and general patterns. Implementation that supports real time data would make phishing patterns more exact and relevant.

Our LO interactivity condition allowed users to scroll and zoom-in on the interface. The effect could be perceived as being very interactive for some users, even though the level of interactivity is much less than the HI interactivity condition. This may have affected our results on the three dimensions of perceived interactivity, where our participants thought the HI condition to be more interactive than the LO condition for two-way communication via user input and feedback from the visualization, but not for active control and synchronous communication. We suspect that this is because in both conditions, users were in control of the pace and direction of how the information is consumed, whether through interaction with the visualization content in the HI condition, or through scrolling in the LO condition.

Participants reported intent to change security behaviour in the post-test. However, the behaviours will need to be confirmed in a follow-up study due to the likelihood of discrepancies between what users know and what they actually do in computer security [40].

Surprisingly, our hypothesis that the HI interactivity condition would result in more positive attitudes toward the visualization was not supported by our data; the participants responded positively towards both conditions. This could be due to our small sample size. In particular, the evaluations implied a slightly more positive response for the HI interactivity condition for the sub-items under hedonism. Although the difference was not significant in our sample, a study with a larger sample size may yield a more positive effect.

VII. Conclusions

The purpose of the study was to examine the effects of interactivity in a phishing information visualization tool on information finding, user perceptions and security behaviour intentions, and the effectiveness of learning. We compared two information-equivalent visualizations; one with multiple interactive features and a low-interactivity control version. We studied whether interactivity added significant value over the control condition, and conclude the novelty of interactivity had no significant effect over the control condition on participants’ positive attitudes toward the visualization and their security behaviour intentions for proactive awareness. However, interactivity in visualizations do assist users with information finding, which may result in greater learning than from a static representation.
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